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Abstract  

It has recently been argued, particularly within the philosophy of mind based on physicalist metaphysics 

that for appropriately dealing with ethical problems related to the cerebral organoïds it is not convenient 

to separate ethical from epistemological issues. In short, it is needed to be sure that the cerebral organoïds 

exhibit consciousness or that they are able to instantiate the neural correlates necessary for the emergence 

of consciousness, in order to allow the formulation of any ethical recommendations. In this paper, I 

intend to strengthen this claim to keep together the argument’s epistemological and ethical aspects. In 

doing so, I suggest that the identification of mental processes with neurophysiological ones – as it is the 

case in the mind-brain identity theory –, offers certain criteria to face the ethical problems of the artificial 

production of cerebral organoïds. However, these criteria could be questioned if the reference theory 

changed. Indeed, research on brain tissue could be considered much less problematic in the case that we 

abandon the identity theory, sticking to the nexus between epistemology and ethics and strengthening 

the theoretical aspect by including different versions of the metaphysics of the mind-brain. In this article, 

I claim that the strategy concerning the ethical issues of brain organoïds depends on the endorsed mind-

brain metaphysics.  
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